
Professional explanation - a neurodiverse story

[psychic humour explained]


Recently I made a public post on facebook due to psychic sensitivity. One of the many 
defamatory saboteurs to my business was harping on at people again. I answered the question 
that had been raised “what the f is an off-grid style trade supposed to mean anyway?” 


I often use humour to defuse conflict, I think I surprised people with my timing, intuiting the need 
for it before the vitriol had been spoken.


I also answered the question of my artistic work being demonstrated, in a way that intended to 
remind people HICAT doesn’t require picture perfect art to be effective. Many people are nervous 
about not being a good enough artist and an example of something colourful and childlike was 
my choice to highlight. 


Besides which, much of my art is photographic, and you can view that on flickr. [My profile user 
name there is “Petra Svetlana Jade’ if you want to see my work, and it’s free to sign up.]


HICAT art pieces are not always something a person wants to share with everyone, because it is 
very personal, sometimes just a few friends will do.


Commercial sabotage (from doctors scared of malpractice claims from misdiagnosed patients) 
means I’m very much needing paying clients; I already do a lot of pro bono work, recently en 
masse over the phone with patients diagnosed with Borderline Personality Disorder (BPD) and 
Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD).

It’s been a lot of fun, but it don’t pay the bills. 


I’m being creative like I tell people to in my first article, “Fix your Life, how writing poems about 
liquor and drawings of annoying people being silent can improve your quality of life”


Some pro bono patients, might want to throw me their spare change on paypal if the sessions 
helped. 

The cops might laugh at my message for them and think ‘I’ll pay that’ on principle of how funny it 
is. A dollar is not to much to ask for something that brightens up your day.

Other people may want to donate to my income stream as a sabotaged business by offering a 
gratuity for the playlists that I make public, like “DJ Orchard@livpetrakis” on apple music as a 
profile name. 


Even if you, the reader, wouldn’t donate, others might and I do have a few people’s attention now, 
don’t I?


Some people who wanted to see me have been blackmailed into not doing so, or not paying me. 
Don’t want to be a victim? Get creative. I take my own advice.


So, options on things we could barter, my future clients;   


Potential off-grid style trades (barter exchange) 

Delivery of home cooked meals - demivegan

Cleaning my apartment thoroughly

Massage therapy strong on clearing yang. Trauma sensitive

Healing sessions that help with post natal depression

Legal or advocacy services + support

Refamiliarising amnesiac with road rules + driving lessons

Drumming lessons

Studio time/access to turntables + crash course for amnesiac

Bush spa

Mani-pedis (SNS or natural only, no acrylics)

Natropathy services




Voice coaching

Colour therapy


Furthermore; regarding ‘Cure for sanity workbook LPC’

“Your workbook sucks”

Plagiarised versions of my copyrighted workbook have been seen by some who  say “your 
workbook sucks” to me. It’s important to understand that it is intended for new clients, who have 
already completed a HICAT session in my style, which is activating shamanically with energy 
medicine.  Many people go into shock the first time they do HICAT, especially if they have 
invested an lot of time and money on talk based therapies. I do a lot of pro bono work with 
groups, so this workbook is intended for them to be able to purchase if they choose too.  The 
workbook is provided as a pdf sent to you digitally, the idea is to print A4, and staple the pages 
on the left hand side, maybe it would be different if you’re left handed though, would you staple 
on the right hand side? It’ll a cost a few dollars to print in colour at officeworks, easiest if you take 
the pdf in with you on a flash drive or similar.  Best printed in colour, yes.


If you have a copy, know that the price is $200 and intended to be done over a few months in 
between sessions. I am firm about not creating dependant relationships, and shamanic journeying 
can be a very organic process.


For those who are honest, you can send me the money via paypal - 


Search ‘Liv Petrakis Consultancy’ (I trade publicly as Liv Petrakis Consulting at present) and ‘send 
money to’. The ABN is 94 421 214 460.


Fine, Fine, all in one place then. The post read like this;





When you clicked on the link, this came up:







To clarify, a larger and clearer image of the artwork;





